
XC Update 6-24-22

Good evening GOHS XC Runners and Parents -

I hope all of you are having wonderful Summer breaks and making memories with family and friends!

Couple of observations:
● Coach Corey and I met with the top 7 runners for the Girls’ Team and the Boys’ Team before school

released for the Summer.  If those  runners are not showing runs on Strava, and showing they are
following the training schedule, they are sending the message they are not committed to the team
atmosphere and I would not want that for any runner.   We KNOW both teams have huge potential.  We
also know it will take a concerted effort of the top runners, and the entire teams, to turn that potential
into a successful season!  I will be taking into consideration everything I see from runners that
demonstrate their commitment level - including how involved they were with participating in the
Summer Strava Clubs.  All runners, but ESPECIALLY top Varsity runners should be leading by example
and showing that commitment to the team means commitment to all programs/systems put into place
by coaches.

● Even though we  run a combined GOHS XC Program, I am the Head Coach for 2 separate teams.
Each team (Girls and Boys) has an opportunity to thrive and compete at the highest levels this coming
Season.  Each team will be evaluated based on their own merits and own commitment.  Hopefully both
teams will show the highest commitment levels.

Coach Corey has designed t-shirts for our GOHS XC Program for the Fall.  I sent out a link on Remind to sign
up for particular sizes.  Coach Corey needs that filled out by Sunday evening, June 26th.

Below is information sent from previous emails.

Please let me know if you have any questions, but the CIF Dead Period starts tomorrow (6-25) and extends
until the Time Trial - which is our first official day of practice.  I will be sending out additional informational
emails prior to the time trial, but I am essentially unavailable for coaching questions between now and then.

Runners attending the Nike Event next Tuesday should plan to wear something Great Oak without wearing any
sort of official jersey.  I will not be able to interact with runners in a coaching capacity.  I am there to navigate
the relationship with Nike and to make sure our runners have their Coach present - while only observing since
it is the Dead Period.  This is also the reason why I have not offered to transport runners.

We are busy working on the final details for the Time Trials on July 11th and the Mammoth and Temecula
Training Camps which will happen July 16-23.

Go  Wolfpack XC!!

Coach Draughon

Here is a short list of things to pay attention to for the Summer leading up to July
11th:

● Runners need a good running watch that will easily connect to their phone and the Strava app. Please
contact me with any questions about this.



● Runners who plan to be running Varsity must have themselves connected to Strava and be uploading
workouts.

● Summer training calendars are on the website.  Ask questions now.
● Communication from coaches will not be allowed June 25- July 8.
● Athletic Clearance registration uploads are required by Friday, June 17, in order to be cleared by the

July 11th time trials.
● All runners will be expected to pay their fair share donations for the Fall XC Season ($300) on July 11th

at the Time Trial.
● Runners who qualify for Mammoth will need to be prepared to pay the $600 Mammoth fee the evening

of July 11th.  Most likely, runners who qualify for Mammoth will be running under 19:00 for girls and
under 16:00 for boys.  This is for the longer course.  Freshmen and other new runners can still run the
1-mile Time Trial.

STRAVA: Please read below. I am happy to answer any questions for runners and parents.

● We have formed 2 Strava Clubs to use for the Summer.  IF I like how these work, I will continue using
Strava Clubs in the Fall.  IF Strava Clubs work the way we anticipate they will work, this will remove the
QR codes for zero period PE.

● Link to Strava Club called “2022 GOHS XC”
○ This Strava Club will be used to keep track of weekly running mileage.
○ Strava is a free app.  There is a paid version, but it is not required.
○ Runners should keep their privacy protected on Strava.  Coach Corey and I can help them with

those settings.  A runner can be set to the highest possible privacy settings and still participate
in the Club with the Team.

○ This Strava Club is REQUIRED for any runner who wants to work toward or maintain Varsity
status and who is hoping to qualify for Mammoth participation.  ALL GOHS XC runners are
encouraged to participate.

○ Runners must connect their watch activities to Strava.  If a runner is using a Garmin watch, they
connect Garmin Connect to Strava.  Runners can also run with their phone and record the
activity directly into Strava. Coach Corey and I can help runners with these connections.  Quite
a few of the runners already use Strava and they can also help each other.

○ Comments are allowed on the Strava Club activities as long as the comments are kept positive
and encouraging.

○ Only runners and Coach Draughon and Coach Corey will be allowed on the Strava Club.
Coach Draughon is happy to answer any questions parents may have about using Strava.

● Link to Strava Club called “GOHS XC 2022 CROSS TRAIN”
○ This Strava Club will be used to keep track of weekly cross training activities.  If a runner has

recorded an activity as swim or bike it will automatically show up in this club.
○ This Club allows us to see the additional activities, beyond running, a runner has done to help

build their overall aerobic fitness during Summer training.

https://www.strava.com/clubs/1052219/members
https://www.strava.com/clubs/gohsxc2022crosstrain

